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About This Game

The legendary Susan the Warmaide is back in the Lost Lands! A ghost ship, an evil overlord, an island full of mysteries, and
more await on her journey into the unknown.

"Lost Lands: The Wanderer" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

For years now, the sailors and pirates of the Lost Lands have been talking about a ghostly ship sailing in the heart of a storm.
This vision disappears as soon as it comes to life, yet people keep talking about it. About a huge octopus traveling with the ship.

About its owner, the captain. About the earl's rage and his curse. And the sorceress they believe is responsible...
Meanwhile, somewhere else in space and time, Susan finds a strange pirate chest with the compass of the worlds inside, and a

note begging for help. It's time for her to return to the Lost Lands again.

Dive deep into the magical land of fantasy!
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Meet new and exciting races inhabiting the Lost Lands and solve their riddles and mini-games.
Your task is to stop the destruction of this world and help two loving heart be together again!

- Explore over 50 stunning locations
- Complete over 40 different mini-games

- Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes
- Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Title: Lost Lands: The Wanderer
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Publisher:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Release Date: 3 May, 2017
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Do you have the skillz of the katana?
Can you put the fish on the BBQ?
Can you fill the sake cup?
Then this is your game. A simple game with good graphics and excelent controls. I don't know if it's similiar to a NES
game(maybe just because you can finish it quite fast),but the game feels very good.. Another one in the long tradition of good
games ruined by their final levels, where in the name of a difficulty spike you stop having to rely on figuring out how to beat the
stage to just mindlessly repeating the same thing over and over until you can get the right timing. It's a shame, really.. You get so
many trains, 2x Steam, So many reskins, Diesels. 125. Seriously you get a huge route + freeroam and many trains, 10\/10 Worth
it. "I understand. We've all got a past, and damn few of us have reason to be proud of it."
- Ishmael Ashur.

The Pitt is the second dlc released for Fallout 3.

Like the name suggests, the dlc\u2019s story takes place in The Pitt, which is post war Pittsburg.
It\u2019s a small map, not with that many locations to explore, with it\u2019s own unique types of enemies.

It is mostly story driven, with good story, with a few interesting characters, but it can be beaten in a few hours, so it feels a bit
short.
There isn't really any side quest, the closest thing I could find was to collect a bunch of steel ingot, place around the map, and
you get a reward afterwards.

The gameplay is pretty much the same as it is in the main game.

The dlc also adds new weapons and armor.

Overall, even though The Pitt have a short story it is still good, the map is not that big, but it feels like it fits pretty well with the
story. The Pitt is worth the price tag.. A simple pixelated game which has a great story about a Cook who is trying to save his
chickens while their mother is away from home.The game could be frustrating sometimes and it doesnt have achivments.
7.4/10. This belongs on tablet or phone. $9.99 is also a high price to pay for a little Neil Gaiman. Save yourself the $ and wait
for it to go on sale or get released on mobile devices.. A wonderful addition to the Fate franchise. Much of my childhood was
spent playing Fate and Fate Undiscovered Realm. This game managed to recapture the great adventures I had doing quests for
the people of Grove.. Despite some comedic relief via homorus dialog, the game is unfortunately so difficult while solo due to
the amount of micromangement required it into a panicked stuggle to survive than a fun experience. Kinda cheecky, kinda
weird, kinda short
More of an exploration puzzle game than an adventure game
Pick it up if it's on sale and indie things interest you
10/10 would becosmic friends forever
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This isn't a game. It's barely interactive and progressing past the level "boss" is entirely based on luck.. The good old
days.....haven't felt such for a long time...the nostalgia. 10 story mission.......10! thats it. i have 19 hours on this game because i
was running around doing stuff. i didnt beleave that i was walking into the final mission.. yes i had fun running around but once
i got bored of all the repetitive go here kill all these goons or go here kill these mutants i thought oh ill progress the story and see
if it openes up the last 2 areas that seem empty....no you get a sopranos cut to black screen and then credits. wake up and its all
over and all you have left to do is the same old kill these goons in this raider base then go and kill these goons in this raider base.
Oh side mission yea go and kill this goon in this base......REALLY i paid $130 for 10 story missions which on normal i could of
belted out in a couple of hours the longest part being driving from one mission to the other.......

Yes the game is nice to look at and the combat flows really well. i found i forgot about my "super powers" because no raiders
really push you against the wall enough to make you use them. the map is empty and filled with nothing. Coming off rage 1 i
would of thought the world would of been filled with people trying to survive with fun exciting mission. No its just raiders and
mutants.... $130 wasted.... i guess we have to wait for dlc to get any good story....

Dont waste your money wait for a big sale to buy this game.

I live in australia the game is $130 for delux here. I am in a very confused mindset right now, this game's quite strange.

The puzzles have been fairly straight forward in that they've been about finding\/building a pattern, there's one I didn't get yet
(solved 4-5...or so) and I couldn't see where I was wrong but taking a break and then trying again I think will be a good thing. (to
see it with fresh eyes)

It's my first ever play of something like this and it got me hooked, still haven't got a clue what kind of drugs the dev's used when
they came up with the imagery but they were powerful...

There's a looking glass that shows you things that just makes the game even more weird and I don't know why it shows the
things (yet at least) but I am intrigued to find out what will happen next and I may go for the one they release in a week as
well...if I'm sane enough to do anything after spending more time with this one as it is quite a trip.... Can't wait to see the final
version of this game.
It's totally worth the money !
The graphic is so cool !

+ Steam Trading Cards
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